A Perspective on Human and Social Capital Concepts to The Turkish World Countries’ Development Processes

A significant misconception of today’s societies and governing lie under the developments of life styles, urbanization, consuming patterns, changing the architecture’s of buildings and emerging of active employment in the service sector. By the effect of this imagine, this misconception of developing just like industrialized societies, produces an illusion that deceives the societies about their position. They are not industrialised, but they think that they are industrialized. However, by the time societies become industrialised, mean in the secondary sector, the accumulation of knowledge of society becomes most important component of the production. Indeed, it must be comparing the present position to having skill. Economies having the specialities of the first sector, at the same time, are economies have sever people can produce technologies, accumulated know-how due to secondary and forwards. In this article, we will try to explain the importance of social capital and achievements of the Independent Turkish World Countries during last ten years, in aspect of some specialities of human capital. To this, it will useful using the HDI datas listed by UNDP.
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